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Quantum chemical study and isothermal titration
calorimetry of β-cyclodextrin complexes with
mianserin in aqueous solution†

Anna Ignaczak,*a Bartłomiej Pałeczb and Sylwia Belica-Pachab

β-Cyclodextrin (β-CD) is studied as a carrier of the drug mianserin (MIA). β-CD with MIA adducts with 1 : 1

and 2 : 1 stoichiometry are investigated in vacuo and in water using quantum chemical methods: PM6 and

B3LYP/6-31G(d,p). An effect of the dispersion correction GD2 and the basis set superposition error on the

complexation energies is also evaluated. Additionally, the interaction between MIA hydrochloride and

β-CD in aqueous solution at 298.15 K is examined experimentally by isothermal titration calorimetry.

Interaction parameters, such as the binding constant, enthalpy, entropy and Gibbs free energy, are pre-

sented. Analysis of the obtained data led to the following conclusions: the interaction of MIA with β-CD is

rather strong; there is no significant energetic difference between the 1 : 1 complexes of β-CD with S-MIA

and R-MIA enantiomers; the 2 : 1 (β-CD :MIA) adduct is energetically more favorable than 1 : 1; the

complex formation of MIA + β-CD is enthalpy and entropy driven.

Introduction

One of the commonly used psychotropic drugs is mianserin,
classified as a noradrenergic and specific serotonergic anti-
depressant,1,2 mostly used as its hydrochloride salt3 (MIA;
Fig. 1a and d). Mianserin hydrochloride as a psychotropic drug
disturbs the interaction of noradrenaline with 5-HT receptors
by preventing its reabsorption. It blocks presynaptic receptors
(α2-adrenoreceptors) responsible for the binding of serotonin
and the mechanism of mianserin action allows for prolonged
action of both hormones (noradrenaline and serotonin)
improving the mood of a person suffering from depression.4–7

In pharmacological tests of antidepressant activity4 a higher
potency is present for the (S)-(+)-mianserin optical enantiomer.
A pharmacokinetic study with mianserin hydrochloride indi-
cated that the maximum anticipated oral availability was calcu-
lated to be in the range of 34–49%.8 The relatively low extent of
absorption can partially be due to incomplete absorption from
the gastro-intestinal tract and as a consequence of a hepatic
first-pass effect.9 Bioavailability studies show that one class of

substances capable of reducing the toxicity of drugs and con-
comitantly increase their availability is cyclodextrins.10,11

Some experimental studies on the effects of cyclodextrins
on mianserin hydrochloride have been carried out in the
past.12,13 From 13C NMR spectra (Job’s plots) it was con-
cluded13 that the 1 : 1 complex of MIA with β-CD predominates
in D2O solution, but the parameters of interaction, such as the
complex formation constant and other thermodynamic para-
meters, have not been reported. To our knowledge no compu-
tational study was performed on this system. Herein we report

Fig. 1 Structures of: (a) mianserin, (b) β-CD-CCCW, (c) β-CD-EXP, and
numbering of carbon atoms in: (d) mianserin hydrochloride; (e)
β-cyclodextrin.
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the results of our theoretical studies on the structures and
complexation energies of 1 : 1 and 1 : 2 (MIA : β-CD) adducts
performed with the semiempirical method PM6 and the
density functional theory (DFT) B3LYP with the 6-31G(d,p)
basis set. Moreover, using isothermal titration calorimetry
(ITC) we have evaluated the thermodynamic parameters of the
complex formation between β-CD and mianserin hydro-
chloride molecules in the real system. Because commercially
available mianserin hydrochloride is a racemic mixture, we
have chosen the racemate to use in our experimental examin-
ations presented below.

Method of calculations

The structures of MIA and β-CD used in quantum chemical
calculations are shown in Fig. 1. Two different forms of β-CD
were tested (Fig. 1b and c). The first one, denoted below as
β-CD-CCCW, is the highly ordered geometry reported in ref. 14
as the ground state structure in vacuo. The second one,
denoted as β-CD-EXP, is the structure obtained from experi-
ment.15 Since the latter structure contained only the heavy
atoms of β-CD, hydrogens were added using the Hyperchem
program.16

In our study we focus on the comparison of different poss-
ible structures of the MIA–β-CD complex, which are shown in
Fig. 2. As can be seen, in the case of the 1 : 1 complex eleven

most distinctive orientations of the MIA molecule with respect
to β-CD are considered. For the 1 : 2 complex only two orien-
tations (CAPS A and B in Fig. 2) are taken into account, in both
MIA is encapsulated inside the dimer formed by two β-CD
molecules.

To explore the strength of interaction in each of these orien-
tations with β-CD-CCCW the following procedure was used:
the first stage involved calculations made with the semiempiri-
cal method PM6 using the Mopac program.17 This method has
been applied in several earlier studies on inclusion complexes
with cyclodextrins.18–27 It allows to handle hydrogen bonds28

and, as shown in ref. 18–21, predicts structural properties of
such systems which are coherent with experimental results. In
our calculations mianserin was placed as shown in Fig. 2 and
from each initial orientation 108 different structures were pro-
duced using the Hyperchem program by a systematic rotation
of MIA around each axis, changing the angle stepwise by 10°,
giving in total 1188 structures of the 1 : 1 complex to evaluate.
For all structures full PM6 optimization (no constrains) was
performed. A similar procedure was employed for the 1 : 2
complex – in this case two different orientations of MIA were
used as starting points (see Fig. 2); thus, in total 216 structures
were probed.

In the next step, from all PM6 optimized 1 : 1 complexes
eleven structures were selected, each corresponding to one of
the 11 orientations shown in Fig. 2. Of course, within the
whole set generated, for each orientation there is a number of
similar structures differing in energies due to small geometry
modifications; in each such subset the lowest energy structure
was selected as a representative of the given orientation. A
similar selection was made for the two structures CAPS A and
CAPS B of the 1 : 2 complex.

The thirteen chosen structures served as starting geome-
tries for the calculations performed using the hybrid DFT
functional B3LYP,29,30 the 6-31G(d,p) basis set and the ultra-
fine integration grid. All DFT calculations were performed
using the Gaussian09 package.31 For each system full DFT
optimization was performed in vacuo for the two enantiomers:
(S)-(+)-mianserin and (R)-(–)-mianserin. Additionally, for the
DFT optimized structures an effect of the solvent on the inter-
actions was explored by performing optimizations in the pres-
ence of water treated with the polarizable continuum model
(PCM) and default parameters defined in the Gaussian
program. In this part of calculations the structures optimized
in vacuo constituted starting configurations for optimizations
in water.

For the lowest energy structures vibrational analysis was
performed to verify that these are true minima and from the
results the thermodynamic properties of these complexes
were obtained. As discussed extensively in the literature, the
accuracy of thermodynamic parameters obtained from
quantum calculations can be improved by applying various
corrections.32–36 At the present stage of our study only one cor-
rection was introduced. Namely, in the Gaussian program the
frequency calculations are made assuming that the molecule
is in the gas-phase at a pressure of 1 atm, which at 298 K

Fig. 2 Orientations of MIA and CD cone in the 1 : 1 and 1 : 2 complexes
tested in quantum calculations. The labels CR, NR and M refer to
different fragments of the MIA molecule (see Fig. 1a), FΛ and FV indicate
its two “flat” orientations, while 1, 2 and S – different sides of the CD
cone.
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corresponds to 24.79 dm3, while in solution it should be
1 dm3.36 As described in detail in ref. 36, the solvation
free energy change associated with moving a solute from a
standard-state gas-phase to a standard-state solution-phase is
equal to 7.913 kJ mol−1. Therefore in the present work the
total free energies obtained in water were corrected by this
value. Indeed, it is recognised that a static correction such as
this is a general one and would not be able to fully reproduce
the correction requisite for each structure; future work under-
taking this is encouraged.

The B3LYP results for the complexes containing the
β-CD-EXP molecule were obtained from full optimization of
the structures made by replacing β-CD-CCCW with β-CD-EXP
in the B3LYP-optimized complexes [S-MIA]–[β-CD-CCCW]
and [β-CD-CCCW]–[S-MIA]–[β-CD-CCCW]. Finally, for selected
B3LYP optimized structures were performed single point calcu-
lations using the B3LYP-GD2 functional, which includes the
empirical dispersion model of Grimme.37 The same basis set
was used as with the B3LYP method. At this stage additionally
the basis set superposition errors (BSSE) using the counter-
poise correction (CP)38 were calculated.

Experimental

Mianserin hydrochloride (1,2,3,4,10,14b-hexahydro-2-methyl-
dibenzo[c,f ]pyrazino[1,2-a]azepine hydrochloride; CAS number
21535-47-7; m.w. = 300.83 g mol−1) and β-cyclodextrin (cyclo-
maltoheptaose; CAS number 7585-39-9; m.w. = 1134.98
g mol−1) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with a purity
>99%.

Isothermal calorimetric titrations were performed on a
MicroCal VP-ITC (USA) instrument employing aqueous solu-
tions at a temperature of 298.15 K. The ITC instrument was
composed of two cells: the sample cell (1.4275 ml) and the
reference cell filled with water. Water used in calorimetric
measurements was distilled three times and degassed prior to
experiments. The titration of a ligand – cyclodextrin aqueous
solution – to the sample cell with the drug solution was made
stepwise with pre-set 380 s intervals. A typical titration involved
55 injections (5 μl each) of a 14 mM β-cyclodextrin solution
into the cell containing a 0.5 mM mianserin hydrochloride
solution from a syringe acting also as a stirrer, which rotated
at a speed of 307 rpm. The first injection was not considered
for the analysis. The titration of β-cyclodextrin solution into
water and water into mianserin hydrochloride solution was
repeated for the same concentrations of solutions used in the
main experiment in order to correct the raw data by subtrac-
tion of the heat of dilution. During the isothermal titration of
the drug solution with cyclodextrin, the released or adsorbed
heat associated with each injection was compensated by the
power supplied to the sample cell and the feedback power was
directly proportional to the heat-flow, dQ/dt, which was
recorded as an output signal. After integration of the heat-
flow, the calculated heat was analyzed as a function of the
cyclodextrin/drug ratio and the data were fitted by a non-linear

least squares method using the ORIGIN software yielding the
stoichiometric coefficient of binding (n), the equilibrium
binding constant (Ka), and the standard changes in the
enthalpy of complex formation (ΔH°), as well as the standard
changes in entropy (ΔS°) and in the free energy (ΔG°). The
parameters were obtained as average values from the four
independent experiments.

Results and discussion
Quantum chemical calculations

The structures of β-cyclodextrin and mianserin have been
studied in the past using both experimental and quantum
chemical methods.3,14,15,39–43 It was shown that the favored
structure for mianserin is that with the piperazine ring NN
(Fig. 1a) adopting a chair conformation with the methyl group
M in the equatorial orientation. Within the central R7 ring
there is an anti-periplanar relationship between the lone pair
of the nitrogen atom and the H(14b) hydrogen atom attached
to the carbon at the chiral center.3 The number of possible
conformers for β-CD is much larger due to many possible
orientations of the hydroxyl groups. Snor et al.14 performed
DFT calculations for different symmetric conformations in the
gas phase, in which rims of hydrogen bonds were formed by
hydroxyl groups on both primary and secondary carbon atoms.
Under anhydrous conditions two low energy structures were
identified. In both, one β-CD entry point is closed by the rim
of hydrogen bonds at primary hydroxyl groups in the counter-
clockwise (CC) orientation while, on the other side of the CD
ring, the orientation of the secondary hydroxyl groups can be
either counterclockwise (CC) or clockwise (CW) (Fig. 1b). The
lowest energy conformer CCCW (denoted as β-CD-CCCW) was
used in the first part of our studies on the interaction of MIA
with β-CD.

It is known, however, that the structure of β-CD in bio-
logical systems is very different from its ground state in vacuo,
as it is strongly perturbed by interactions with other mole-
cules.15 Therefore, in the second part of our theoretical studies
as a model was used the cyclodextrin structure β-CD-EXP
extracted from its complex with a cyclodextrin glycosyltransfer-
ase.15 The geometry of this molecule is entirely different from
that in the ground state: the rim of hydrogen bonds formed by
primary hydroxyl groups is disrupted and the entry point on
their side is open (Fig. 1c).

First we analyzed whether the interaction of the molecule
β-CD-CCCW with the two enantiomers, S and R, of MIA differs
significantly. In Table 1 the results obtained with semiempiri-
cal PM6 and density functional B3LYP methods are presented.
For all systems the interaction energy between MIA and β-CD
was calculated as the difference between the optimized
complex and its isolated components: ΔE = Ecomplex − EMIA −
Eβ-CD for 1 : 1 and ΔE = Ecomplex − EMIA − 2Eβ-CD for 1 : 2 stoi-
chiometry. Here EMIA and Eβ-CD denote the ground state ener-
gies of isolated MIA and β-CD-CCCW. In the case of β-CD-EXP
the Eβ-CD reference energy was obtained by optimizing the
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β-CD-EXP structure extracted from the lowest energy (FΛ1)
optimized complex [S-MIA]–[β-CD-EXP].

For the 1 : 1 guest–host complex both methods, PM6 and
B3LYP, predict stronger interaction of mianserin with the
wider rim of the β-CD-CCCW cone, with the complexation
energies being of similar order of magnitude. There are
however some differences as to the preferred orientation. The
striking discrepancy appears for M1 and FV1 configurations,
for which the PM6 interaction seems to be strongly overesti-
mated. Also, the PM6 method for both enantiomers predicts
the same orientation CR1 to be favored, while the higher level
method indicates two different configurations.

According to the B3LYP results, for the R-MIA enantiomer the
most stable is the structure obtained from the initial NR1 con-
figuration. The next preferred orientation for this enantiomer is
FΛ1, which is the most stable for the S-MIA enantiomer. For this
isomer two orientations, FΛ1 and CR1, yield very similar inter-
action energies, because in these cases the final optimized struc-
tures are essentially the same. All B3LYP optimized structures
and the corresponding total electronic energies are provided in
the ESI.† As can be seen in Table 1, there is some symmetry in
the complexation energies FΛ1, CR1 and NR1 when the two
enantiomers are compared. The interaction energies for other
conformations are much weaker. The stronger interactions in
the three complexes are due to the formation of hydrogen bonds
between one hydroxyl group of β-CD and one of the nitrogen
atoms in MIA. In vacuo the following distances are found in the
FΛ1 [S-MIA]–[β-CD-CCCW] complex: dOH = 0.996 Å, dN⋯H =
1.83 Å, dN⋯O = 2.81 Å, while the O–H⋯N angle is equal to 165°.
According to the Jeffrey’s categorization,44,45 this corresponds to
moderately strong hydrogen bonds.

The most stable structures optimized in vacuo for both enan-
tiomers are presented in Fig. 3a and b. Much stronger com-
plexation energies are obtained for the 1 : 2 complex (Fig. 3c).

This results from the formation of hydrogen bonds between the
hydroxyl groups on the secondary carbons of two cyclodextrin
molecules, which is seen also in ΔE for the dimer β-CD–β-CD
(Table 1). The inclusion of mianserin causes some deformation
of the β-CD molecules; therefore, the complexation energy for
the 1 : 2 complex is less than that for the [β-CD]–[β-CD] dimer,
but the overall balance still gives a quite large energy gain when
the system [β-CD]–[MIA]–[β-CD] is formed. The B3LYP results in
Table 1 show that for both enantiomers of MIA the structure
CAPS A in vacuo is much more stable than CAPS B, therefore the
latter was omitted in our further studies.

Subsequently, we analyzed two additional aspects of
MIA–β-CD complexation, namely the interaction of MIA with
the structure β-CD-EXP and an effect of solvent. The results of
these calculations are also presented in Table 1. Since the com-
plexation energies for the two enantiomers were highly similar

Table 1 Comparison of the PM6 and B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) complexation energies (calculated as the difference between the optimized complex and its
isolated components) of 1 : 1 and 1 : 2 adducts of mianserin with β-CD-CCCW and β-CD-EXP obtained in vacuo and in water (PCM) for each MIA
orientation shown in Fig. 2. For the β-CD-CCCW case the results are presented for enantiomers R and S of MIA in its chair conformer. Additionally
the results are shown for the [β-CD]–[β-CD] dimer (the same β-CD orientation as in CAPS A and B). All values are in kJ mol−1

Orientations

PM6 R PM6 S B3LYP R B3LYP S B3LYP S B3LYP S B3LYP S
ΔE ΔE ΔE ΔE ΔE ΔE ΔE

β-CD-CCCW β-CD-CCCW β-CD-CCCW β-CD-CCCW β-CD-CCCW β-CD-EXP β-CD-EXP
Vacuum Vacuum Vacuum Vacuum Water Vacuum Water

CR1 −66.15 −67.62 −41.15 −53.20 −48.52 −49.27 −36.59
NR1 −51.00 −61.67 −53.41 −45.66 −38.27 −55.69 −46.21
M1 −60.00 −62.26 −16.04 −24.34 −19.85 −19.75 −13.94
FΛ1 −47.86 −44.42 −44.98 −53.70 −46.36 −62.58 −51.28
FV1 −65.40 −64.14 −22.67 −23.94 −19.65 −26.96 −24.51
S −32.57 −36.63 −23.11 −22.23 −14.55 −28.53 −20.25
CR2 −25.33 −24.28 −17.93 −17.55 −16.15 −56.35 −42.26
NR2 −18.92 −24.79 −18.21 −23.42 −21.47 −22.24 −12.85
M2 −31.90 −33.45 −24.90 −29.39 −30.03 −25.13 −14.98
FΛ2 −32.36 −25.58 −28.50 −23.42 −21.47 −57.22 −47.16
FV2 −24.95 −24.58 −19.37 −19.18 −17.89 −32.02 −20.18
CAPS A −250.04 −250.96 −249.63 −278.15 −228.55 −274.48 −198.73
CAPS B −252.42 −257.66 −227.77 −218.55
[β-CD]–[β-CD] dimer −203.60 −314.61 −267.56 −321.31 −253.72

Fig. 3 Structures found for the lowest energy complexes (1 : 1 and 1 : 2)
optimized in vacuo at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) theory level.
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in vacuo, this part of our studies was limited to the
S-enantiomer. The results show that water (PCM) in general
decreases complexation energies by several kJ mol−1, but does
not change the overall trends. The optimized structures are
similar to those found in vacuo.

The complexation Gibbs free energies ΔG and enthalpies
ΔH obtained for the most stable structures with the B3LYP
method are given in Table 2. They have been calculated using
formulas similar to these defining ΔE. All ΔG values for the
1 : 1 complex are positive, suggesting that the reaction would
not be spontaneous. In the case of [S-MIA]–[β-CD-CCCW] the
smallest free energies of 14 kJ mol−1 are obtained in vacuo for
each enantiomer, R and S, of mianserin, although they corres-
pond to different structures. For β-CD-EXP the free energy of
formation of the complex with S-MIA in the FΛ2 configuration
is significantly smaller than for the corresponding FΛ1 struc-
ture, and this is further lowered by the presence of solvent.
The results obtained for the 1 : 2 stoichiometry suggest that
formation of such an inclusion complex is thermodynamically
preferable, also for the conformer β-CD-CCCW in vacuo.

The magnitude of corrections for the dispersion forces,
which can play an important role in these systems, was investi-
gated by performing single point calculations using the
B3LYP-GD2 functional.29,30,37 Into these calculations were
included also the BSSE corrections, which were not taken into
account in the B3LYP results. The complexation energies
obtained from the B3LYP-GD2 calculations and the CP values
calculated with the same method were used to correct the
enthalpy and free energy by the dispersion and BSSE effects,
and the results are presented in the last two columns of
Table 2.

The calculations reveal that for the systems studied the dis-
persion contribution to the interaction energies is very large:
for example in vacuo it is −87 kJ mol−1 for the complex
[S-MIA]–[β-CD-CCCW] (FΛ1 orientation) and −411 kJ mol−1 for

the corresponding 1 : 2 complex (CAPS A). Although the BSSE
has an opposite effect, the final B3LYP-GD2 complexation
energies are much more negative than the uncorrected B3LYP
values. As a result, the B3LYP-GD2/BSSE free energies are nega-
tive for all structures, indicating spontaneous formation of
such complexes. One may note in Table 2 that for the [S-MIA]–
[β-CD-EXP] complex the B3LYP and B3LYP-GD2 methods indi-
cate different orientations as being thermodynamically most
favored. However, our evaluation of the dispersion effect on
the complexation energies is approximate, based on the struc-
tures obtained from the B3LYP optimization.

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)

Thermodynamic parameters in the real system can be
obtained experimentally using isothermal titration calorimetry.
Simple isothermal titration of the drug by the cyclodextrin
solution gives an output signal, which is directly proportional
to the heat-flow, dQ/dt (ref. 46) (Fig. 4a), which depends on the
cyclodextrin/drug ratio (Fig. 4b). The values of the association
constant Ka and other thermodynamic parameters, listed in
Table 3, were obtained using the model referred to as one-set
of independent sites47 or a single-class binding model.48,49 In
this model all binding sites are considered identical as no dis-
tinction between the interacting sites is made47 and the corres-
ponding equilibrium constants are the same for all binding
sites.48

As indicated by the value of the association constant
(Table 3), which is >1000 M−1, the interaction between the
drug and the cyclodextrin molecules is rather strong (the stabi-
lity of the complex is high) and the complexation process is
spontaneous – the value of the Gibbs free energy of binding is
less than zero. Moreover, the stoichiometry of the complex
formed between mianserin hydrochloride and β-cyclodextrin is
close to the ratio of 1 : 2 (Table 3) with a negligible amount of
a co-existing mixture of complexes with 1 : 1 stoichiometry and

Table 2 Complexation Gibbs free energies ΔG and enthalpies ΔH obtained with the method B3LYP (without BSSE corrections) for selected most
stable structures. The last two columns contain the results of the single point calculations performed with the method B3LYP-GD2 and including
BSSE corrections. All values are in kJ mol−1

Structure Conditions ΔH (B3LYP) ΔG (B3LYP) ΔH (B3LYP-GD2/BSSE) ΔG (B3LYP-GD2/BSSE)

1 : 1 complex
[S-MIA]–[β-CD-CCCW] FΛ1 Vacuum −46.13 14.07 −88.25 −28.05
[S-MIA]–[β-CD-CCCW] NR1 Vacuum −38.26 19.32 −77.10 −19.53
[R-MIA]–[β-CD-CCCW] FΛ1 Vacuum −37.30 22.82 −79.06 −18.94
[R-MIA]–[β-CD-CCCW] NR1 Vacuum −46.13 14.06 −88.59 −28.40
[S-MIA]–[β-CD-EXP] FΛ1 Vacuum −54.26 10.74 −87.92 −22.93
[S-MIA]–[β-CD-EXP] FΛ2 Vacuum −49.09 2.29 −65.21 −13.83
[S-MIA]–[β-CD-CCCW] FΛ1 Water −37.86 15.05 −89.92 −37.02
[S-MIA]–[β-CD-CCCW] NR1 Water −30.27 18.22 −78.97 −30.48
[R-MIA]–[β-CD-CCCW] FΛ1 Water −31.18 21.93 −81.40 −28.29
[R-MIA]–[β-CD-CCCW] NR1 Water −37.02 15.19 −89.47 −37.25
[S-MIA]–[β-CD-EXP] FΛ1 Water −42.62 7.31 −86.40 −36.47
[S-MIA]–[β-CD-EXP] FΛ2 Water −39.38 1.36 −65.38 −24.64
1 : 2 complex
[β-CD-CCCW]–[S-MIA]–[β-CD-CCCW] CAPS A Vacuum −262.29 −78.24 −444.38 −260.33
[β-CD-EXP]–[S-MIA]–[β-CD-EXP] CAPS A Vacuum −252.99 −53.52 −456.31 −256.84
[β-CD-CCCW]–[S-MIA]–[β-CD-CCCW] CAPS A Water −206.70 −34.54 −450.08 −277.92
[β-CD-EXP]–[S-MIA]–[β-CD-EXP] CAPS A Water −176.10 2.72 −460.34 −281.52
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even 1 : 3.50 These results agree qualitatively with the ΔG com-
puted values shown in Table 2, which are also negative and
much larger for the 1 : 2 complex than for 1 : 1. The significant
difference in the magnitude of the computed and measured
ΔG may result from the fact that the theoretical model con-
siders just MIA, not its hydrochloride, and also that it does not
explicitly include water molecules. Formation of hydrogen
bonds between water, MIA and β-CD before their association

will be competitive to the complexation considered in the
quantum calculations, and obviously must affect the reaction
thermodynamics. The complex can be formed only if some
solvent molecules directly interacting with the ligand and the
macromolecules are released, and this corresponds to certain
changes in both enthalpy and entropy of solvation. The final
outcome in the real system results from the balance between
contributions coming from the β-CD–MIA complex formation,
the solvation of substrates and products, as well as competitive
reactions, such as the formation of the β-CD dimers or larger
aggregates. The complexation process in the real system is
exothermic, as confirmed by the negative change in the stan-
dard enthalpy value (ΔH° < 0) of the host–guest interactions
(Table 3), but the entropic effects of binding dominate over the
enthalpic effects (|ΔH°| < |TΔS°|). The positive and higher
value of entropic effects consisting mostly of the solvation and
conformational entropy indicates that the binding process is
entropy-driven. Upon complex formation between the β-CDs
and MIA the number of conformations of the ligand and the
macromolecules is reduced in comparison with the number of
conformations of the free components. This corresponds to a
decrease in the conformational entropy and contributes un-
favorably to the value of Gibbs free energy of binding, as
observed in the computed values (Table 2).

Since the PCM model does not include explicit solute–
solvent interactions, the positive value of TΔS° obtained from
ITC is expected to result from the solvation entropy contri-
bution. Solvent molecules that interact electrostatically or by
hydrogen-bonding with the ligand or with the macromolecules
are restricted and have low entropy.46 Their release corres-
ponds to a favorable increase in solvation entropy. Moreover,
in aqueous solution, in the direct vicinity of the non-polar
groups of the drug and β-cyclodextrin molecules, the hydrogen
bonds between water molecules are reinforced as a result of
hydrophobic hydration.51–56 When the MIA molecule associ-
ates with the β-CD molecules, restricted and highly ordered
water molecules hydrogen-bonded or being in the direct vicin-
ity of non-polar groups of the drug or inside the β-CD are
released into the bulk water, with a large increase in entropy
as a result.57

It should be mentioned that the predominant 1 : 2 stoichio-
metry found in the present work contradicts the earlier
13C NMR result of 1 : 1.13 The difference can be due to the way
of the stoichiometry determination in the cited literature. It is
based on the chemical shift of the only one carbon atom in
position 6 in the NR aromatic ring of the MIA molecule,13

Fig. 4 (a) Thermal effects of the titration of a 0.5 mM solution of mian-
serin hydrochloride (in cell) with a 14 mM solution of β-cyclodextrin (in
a syringe). (b) Integrated thermal effect of β-cyclodextrin–drug inter-
action corrected by the dilution effect of the drug and the
β-cyclodextrin. The solid red line is the best non-linear least-squares fit
of the data.

Table 3 Parameters calculated for mianserin hydrochloride solution titrated calorimetrically under isothermal conditions by β-cyclodextrin at T =
298.15 K; n – stoichiometry coefficient of binding, Ka – binding constant, ΔH° – the standard changes in enthalpy of complex formation, ΔS° – the
standard changes in entropy, ΔG° – the standard changes in the Gibbs free energy

n Ka [M
−1] ΔH° [kJ mol−1] TΔS° [kJ mol−1] ΔG° [kJ mol−1]

2.15 ± 0.13a 1320 ± 230a −3.24 ± 0.46a 14.55 ± 0.47a −17.79 ± 0.43a

a The standard deviation of an average value from four independent measurements.
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whereas our result is based on a holistic approach taking into
account all positions of the carbon atoms of MIA and β-CD
molecules. Moreover, the authors13 acknowledged that a sand-
wich-like MIA–CD complex with 1 : 2 stoichiometry is also
expected when the MIA molecule is complexed via rings CR
and NR simultaneously with two different CD molecules.

Conclusions

The main conclusions drawn from our results are as follows:
(a) The quantum calculations show that energetically there

is no difference between the 1 : 1 complexes formed by R and
S enantiomers of mianserin.

(b) Formation of hydrogen bonds between one of the
hydroxyl groups of cyclodextrin and a nitrogen atom of mian-
serin has a major impact on the computed complexation ener-
gies. While in the case of β-CD-CCCW such bonds can be
created only by hydroxyl groups on secondary carbon atoms,
the β-CD-EXP can interact with MIA from both sides of the
cone, i.e. via hydroxyl groups on primary and secondary
carbon atoms. This suggests that in real systems 2 : 1 com-
plexes (MIA : β-CD) could also be formed.

(c) The lowest energy structures of 1 : 1 complexes indicated
by B3LYP calculations are not typical inclusion complexes – no
part of mianserin is located inside the β-CD cavity, thus mian-
serin remains rather suspended over the gate to the cone.
However, our preliminary calculations at the B3LYP-GD2 level
suggest that this conclusion should be further re-examined by
performing full geometry optimization using the dispersion
corrected functional.

(d) Both methods B3LYP and B3LYP-GD2 show that for-
mation of hydrogen bonds between two cyclodextrins
is energetically favorable and it has a stabilizing effect on the
1 : 2 mianserin–cyclodextrin complex, despite some energy loss
required to deform the β-CD structure. The same 1 : 2 stoichio-
metry was found to be predominant in the real system in our
ITC measurement.

(e) The quantum chemical calculation results suggest that
the [β-CD]–[β-CD] dimer formation is energetically beneficial.
Moreover, formation of bigger structures built from cyclodex-
trin rings similar to polyrotaxanes is possible58,59 and competi-
tive to the complexation of mianserin with cyclodextrin.

(f ) Both computed (B3LYP-GD2) and ITC measured results
show that the formation of complexes is an exothermic and
exergonic process. The opposite sign of the computed and
measured values of ΔS indicates a significant role of the sol-
vation entropy in the process.

Of course, the computed results and trends discussed
above have been obtained at a certain theory level, defined by
the chosen methods. It would be desirable to verify/refine
them by applying other approaches, such as the stochastic
search of the configurational space and more advanced
quantum methods, and we hope that such complementary
research will be undertaken in future.
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